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Chairman’s Letter

Greetings Bonneville NCRS,

Springtime, a rebirth of all things good. Car shows, cruising, opening 
the garage doors and not freezing, a most pleasant time. I have 
some harbingers of spring I use to realize the cruising season is 
about to start. The Las Vegas NASCAR race has occurred, the Auto 
Rama has occurred, the dandelions are already cropping up, and so 
the first application of weed and feed is down on the lawn. Now we 
can get our cars out and enjoy them again.

At a previous chapter meeting there was some great dialogue of the 
Corvette being “America’s Ferrari!”  The Corvette has always been 
the flagship Chevrolet with the newest innovations directed to the 
Corvettes. We should be proud of our cars and our association with 
the NCRS and be willing to share our passion with those that show 
an interest in our cars. At every car show the early Corvettes always 
seem to draw some interested people that may want to know 
more, or hear a bit about our cars. We decided to do a little better 
job of making ourselves known to those who may not know what 
the NCRS is. With that in mind our club voted to obtain a club 
canopy with colorful graphics which include our club logo, and the 
NCRS spelled out to those that may not know what it is. We will 
utilize the canopy at some of the car shows that we wish to 
participate in as a club. We will likely get more people approaching 
us to ask questions, share stories, and find out a bit more about our 
cars. We may even generate some new friends that will become 
Corvette owners too. It’s always fun to share our passion for our 
cars to those that are interested. 

(con’t Pg. 2)
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Chairman’s Letter con’t…

Our activities Chairman wants to keep our group active and is 
planning our participation in several events. It should be a fun 
summer season. We have chosen a few shows to participate in but 
as you all know there are car shows and cruises just about every 
night during the summer months, so if there is an event you would 
like to see us participate in, please let it be known!

Another item that generated a lot of great comments was our 
photo-op night where we gathered the cars at Nielsen’s frozen 
custard and took some great pictures. Everyone seemed to like that 
idea and we should plan another summer photo-op shoot for this 
year. Bring your ideas for locations to consider.

Rex’s compound survived, (barely) the onslaught of Gas Company 
backhoes and Rex has graciously offered his garage for our last 
several meetings. With that in mind, we have an opportunity for 
some tech sessions that the Murdock Chevrolet conference room 
could not support. If you have an idea for a tech session please 
make the suggestion. I have found them all to be interesting. I think 
the monthly meetings are more interesting when we have a tech 
session that expands our knowledge of processes and procedures. 

I am looking forward to a busy and enjoyable season, and thank you 
all for the efforts and time that you dedicate to making our club a 
fun and enjoyable association.

Alan Rohlfing
NCRS Bonneville Chapter Chairman 
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Name Insight

Alan Rohlfing Chairman, Membership Administrator, Contact Person – 801-298-

1808 – imavetteman2@yahoo.com

Mark Pugmire Vice – Chairman

801-451-0880 – Mark.Pugmire@HCAHealthcare.com

Donn Denicke

Corey Peterson

Carlos Scheidecker

Judging Chairman – 435-882-3808 – ddenicke@msn.com

Successor

Successor

Jeffrey Zornow Activities Chairman

Scott Hatch Treasurer – sahatch@mmm.com

Don Lanoy Secretary and Membership Coordinator

Michael Joseph

Jeffrey Klekas

Newsletter Editor – 801-392-5015 – mjoseph39@comcast.net

Successor

Stephanie Hansen

Steve Kalm

Webmaster – 801-643-4562 – dragen102@yahoo.com

Webmaster

Rex Marshall Tech Session Coordinator

Bonneville Chapter (Utah)
Est. in 1992. Takes its name from the pre-

Historic Lake Bonneville. Host to the 2005

Nationals at Park City. A numbers of 

Members are nationally recognized

experts

Contact:

Alan Rohlfing (Chairman) – 801-298-1808

imavetteman2@yahoo.com
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Date Event

Jan Membership Meeting

Feb Membership Meeting – First Tuesday of the Month 
(7PM)

Mar Membership Meeting – First Tuesday of the Month 
(7PM)

Apr Membership Meeting – First Tuesday of the Month 
(7PM)

April 14 - Chapter Judging Event – Jeff Zornow’s ZR-1

May Membership Meeting – First Tuesday of the Month 
(7PM)

May 19th - UVU Swap Meet Auto Expo

Jun Membership Meeting – First Tuesday of the Month 
(7PM)

June 1st – Ogden 25th Street Car Show

June 8-9 – Sounds of Freedom Car Show Layton

June 15-16 – Bountiful Rotary Coats for Kids
Cruise-Car Show

June 30 – Murdock Chevrolet Car Show

CALENDAR
IMPORTANT NOTES:

New events in Red
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Rex Marshall showed off an 
inexpensive but useful tool to our 
chapter meeting, a digital 
"Borescope.”

They come in various length 
"whips", this one having a nine foot 
whip. It is waterproof, and has its 
own light source. Very handy for 
reaching areas where a scope type 
device is needed. (For example to 
verify engine block codes during  C-
5 Judging)

These are available on line, this one 
through eBay, with free shipping for 
less than $10.00.

The resolution, clarity and color are 
really quite good!

You merely install the app on your 
device, or connect to your android 
pad, and you now have a very 
useful scope!

You can find it in a number of places 
one of which is WalMart under
Novelty Lighting.

Enjoy! Rex

Whip Retail

Okeba
Water
proof

9 ft $9.99

Milwaukee
M-Spector

3 ft. $ 79.00
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In this Tech-Tip, Rex Marshall 
described restoring the lettering 
on dash knobs, wiper knobs, hood 
latches, etc.

So we have all experienced an 
aged dash knob where the 
lettering has long since worn 
away or at least partially worn 
away. How to go about restoring 
the lettering?

Rex experimented with various 
methods, from trying to use a 
small pointed object such as a 
toothpick to place paint into the 
embossed area, to small paint 
brushes.

The method that he found works 
best is simply, prepare the area 
by cleaning it thoroughly, then 
brush a typical paint into the 
embossed area without worry of 
over applying the paint. Then 
merely clean the flat surface off 
with a clean cloth being careful 
not to roll the rag into the 
embossed area.

Voila, there you have it, restored 
lettering as good as new!
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